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No. of RSVPs:
No. of online evaluation forms completed:

75
111
30 (40%)

How informative/useful did you find the talk?
VERY WELL→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→ NOT VERY WELL
93%

4%

0%

3%

0%

Positive
97%

How well could you hear the speakers?
VERY WELL→→→→→→→→→→→→→→→ NOT VERY WELL
49%

45%

0%

3%

3%

Positive
94%

Additional comments from attendees


I emailed in my praise for the speaker the day after the talk. He was extremely informative
and, in my opinion, chose the tactful line of presenting the topic against the backdrop of the
history of handling infectious disease. It was not a Daily Mail sort of talk!



The talk was one of the best I've attended. Your enthusiasm, knowledge and experience came
over so well. You are a special individual!



Interesting to hear from the doctor who had cared for the Ebola patients as we had heard so
much in the media - and all happening at my hospital! I was very proud of that.



Excellent talk from both the scientific and humane perspectives. Very interesting on both the
historical context and the current priorities in treatment of infectious diseases. Thank you
very much.



Fabulous presentation and inspirational
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Very interesting lecture. Very informative both of the history of the Unit and present day
management of Infectious diseases.



The session was excellent because Mr Jacobs hit the right level - informative, clear, not too
technical and with a degree of humility. Many thanks! I brought a friend with a medical
background along and she thoroughly enjoyed it too!



A bit 'cliquey' in the questions and discussion with evidently familiar figures in the audience.
Perhaps consider ways to engage new people more.



This is the first event I have attended but it does encourage me to attend more. Refreshments
very appreciated.



Well worth waiting for. Well organised and efficient



I find all of these events very instructive and interesting. Please thank all who give up their
precious time to make them possible.



Brilliant combination of content and delivery!



It was a shame all those who said that they would attend didn't do so, leaving a number of
empty seats.



I found the talk pitched exactly right for me, and I think most of the audience.



More of the same please!



Having a keen interest in social history, I found the historic background and evolutionary
detail particularly interesting. From clearly illustrated and presented data, the impact that the
unit and its team have had during more recent times became very clear.



I found Dr Jacobs history of the isolation unit very interesting, particularly the part that
Coppetts Wood Hospital played.



Do not be afraid of criticism. You might have something to learn.



Interesting, informative, understandable - thank you for this fascinating talk



I thought the talk was extremely interesting with the subject covered well and very
understandable especially showing how everything was linked together to combat/cure the
problem. The time appeared to pass very quickly, always the sign of a well prepared and
presented talk.
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